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The OCTAL 82 laser facility is a Ncodymiurr. glass laser system, 

recently put in operation at Limoil, Franco. It is designed to 

create high energy light beams during v^ry short periods of time 

in the nanosecond range and snorter, in order to irradiate and 

compress microscopic fusion targets to extremely high densities. 

The alignment is undertaken in tv:o stages, each using a telescope 

with vidieen àeiectors connected to a real time computer named 

"CENTEOIDE" .-."'"lîh displays the digit i/.od image on a color TV screen. 

First, a refracting telescope is used to inject the front-end beam 

into the preamplifier assembly and to align all its optical componen 

Second, a reflecting telescope and ten insertable mirrors are used 

to align the eight individual power chains and the beam splitter-

arrays. The alignment method works with a manually controlled closed 

loop which is the most flexible approach that can meet our dual ob

jectives o£ reliability and accuracy. The over all alignment of 

OCTAL 82 was first completed in may 1082 and since that time only 

minor routine realignments have been made, thereby proving the 

feasibility cf the method. 
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The OCTAL 82 laser facility is a Neodymium glass laser sys
tem recently put in operation at Liineil, France. It is designed 
to create high energy light beams in the nanosecond range and shor
ter, in order to irradiate microscopic fusion targets and com
press them to extremely high densities. Realization of OCTAL 82 
required the development of new optical and electronic alignment 
systems. These original instruments proposed by the author have 
been built by private French companies (MICRO CONTROLE and SOFRETEC) 
with very tight manufacturing tolerances. The alignment task has 
been separated into two stages : first, we use a refracting teles
cope to align the common-path preamplifying line ; second, we use 
a reflecting telescope to align the eight individual power chains 
and the splitter array. The first overal alignment of OCTAL 82 was 
completed in r.ay 1982. 

One of the major operations preparatory to each shot is to 
check proper alignment of the laser beam with respect to the opti
cal components. In this paper, the proposed method used for align
ment is described. 

The oscillator that creates the laser nuise is mounted on 
an eight-tons heavv marble bench situated in an accurately tempera
ture controlled clean room. Before leaving this room, a pair of 
mirrors translates the beam upward3 to three meters of height 
and sends it over to the laser room. A periscope system situated 
at the input of the common preamplifying path brings the laser 
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beam down to the proper level and reinjects it into the first 
spatial filter. A prealignment of the laser components was pre
viously made using a cw He-Ne laser. 

The preamplifying alignment system is accomplished by aligning 
all its components to the same reference, namelv the axis of a refrac
ting telescope which is securely fastened to a table and well 
protected fror. accidental bumps. The telescope contains optics for 
various magnifications and two video cameras with vidicon sensors 
for wide field and narrow field observations. The narrow field 
camera data are entered into a computer named "CENTROIDE", which 
makes a 256 x 256 resolution scan of the video image. All points 
over a preselected level are considered as object points and contri
bute to the calculation in real time of the average X and Y coor
dinates of the digitized image. The "CENTROIDE" computer can work 
with either cv; cr pulsed light. 

T'"e decided to use manually controlled closed loon alignment 
because it is the most flexible approach that can meet our techni
cal objectives vith the required accuracy and reliabilit". This 
implies that the image analysis should be as simple as oossible 
to reduce qualitative interpretation bv the operator looking at 
a color TV screen. Thus it should be to a large degree independent 
of contrast, cefocus, background intensity, image defects, and ran
dom noise. Insertable crosshairs situated at each end of the ontical 
components and oinholes situated at the focup point of the spatial 

are backlighted by an incoherent halogen lamp. The operator 3 
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examines only the focused crosshair or the spot and the average X 
and Y coordinates are taken as the center point. The offset of 
each image from the reference reticle of "CENTROIDE" is read on 
the monitor by the operator in the control room, after which the 
correct displacements is applied to the component(s). The refrac
ting telescope coupled to "CENTROIDE" has the further task of 
injecting the front end beam into the preamplifying chain. This 
requires four separate beam motions, namely two orthogonal trans
lations and two orthogonal rotations. This is done by a pair of 
adjustable rr.irrcrs situated at the bottom of the periscope system 
and manually controlled through stepper-motor commands by the 
operator locking at "CENTROIDE"'£ color TV screen in the control 
room. The alicnr.ent of the eight individual power chains and the 
beam splitter array is accomplished by aligning each set of optical 
components to the same reference axis of the reflecting telescope 
which is also well fastened and protected from external bumps and 
power shots. This telescope also contains optics for simultaneous 
wide field and narrow field observations and a choice of three 
magnifications in the narrow field. Thus, two video TV cameras 
are used and the narrow field camera is connected to a second 
"CENTROIDE" computer. We use the same manually controlled closed 
loop alignment method to align the optics in the power chain. An 
operator examines the display on a color TV screen and acts on 
corrective corcnands to rea^h the desired position. Ten insertable 
mirrors (retracted durinc laser shots) permit to separately 
align the eight individual power chains and also the separate dia
gnostic chain. The beam splitter array situated at the output 
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of the preamplifying chain divides the beam into four beams by 
a combination of beam splitters and mirrors. The latter components 
are successively manually oriented by the operator when the reflec
ting telescope is directed through the corresponding power chain. 

Thus with this semi-automatic system, we have aligned the 
laser beim with respect to the optical components in OCTAL 82 
with an accuracy ranging from 30 microns up to 200 microns de
pending on the distance between the components and the corres
ponding telescope, as well as the optical imaging characteris
tics of the laser chain. The eight 120 mm diameter beams emerging 
from the laser, -ass through openings in the wall of the laser 
bay and enter -he target room where they are focused on the target. 
The daily realignment process takes less than one hour for two 
trained technicians. i 

1 
The installation of the alignment control system of OCTAL 82 

was successfully accomplished with the help of J.C. COURTEILLE, 
B. CHAPPET and D. LECOMTE. 


